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“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
V O L U M E  8 7 , N U M B E R  1 9
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Billy no more, a new
Panther on the prowl
Eastern’s Athletic Department is debating what to
name new mascot.
Page 10
Eastern
celebrates
dedication
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Waylon Schroeder, a senior jazz studies/music education major, toots on his saxo-
phone and J.B. Faires, a grad student in instrumental performance, jams out on the
stand-up bass as part of the jazz combo performance Wednesday afternoon after the
Booth ceremony.  
Sick pay 
a main
point for
contract
By Steve Cook
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The excitement of the newly remodeled Booth
Library resurfaced yesterday as guests traveled
from across the state to celebrate a “new beginning”
for students and faculty.
Speakers highlighted the importance of a new
library with more resources and better tools available
for learning.
Blair Lord, vice president for academic affairs,
reflected on the history of the Booth Library and
looked toward the future with anticipation.
“Times have changed for Eastern in terms of infor-
mation and technology. The six-year process of bring-
ing a top-notch information center to Eastern proved
to be time well spent,” Lord said.  
The new and improved Booth Library has seen big
changes since its humble beginnings in 1950. The
facility covers 165,000 square feet, provides cutting
edge computer accessibility and utilizes Internet
hook-ups at most staff desks.  
Aside from the updated technological advances, the
Booth Library plays a vital role in Eastern’s opera-
tions, Lord said.
Lord also referred to the library as the “campus
jewel.”
He gave further testament to the library’s vitality
on campus, saying the world of information is varied.  
Helen Spaulding, president of the association of
college and research libraries, agreed Booth Library
has multiple sources of information. 
She said most information, contrary to popular
belief, cannot be located online. In fact, databases and
books still hold much information, and each of these
informational links are supplied in abundance at
Booth Library.
“This is truly a great day for libraries and Eastern
Illinois,” said Sylvia Murphy Williams, president of
the Illinois Library Association.
She said Eastern’s newest addition is the culmina-
tion of hard work, money and patience.  
In a state with a reputation for quality libraries,
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By Karen Kirr
S T A F F  W R I T E R
University Professionals of
Illinois, Eastern’s faculty union, is
currently negotiating two alter-
ations in its contracts with admin-
istrators that would bring the con-
tracts up-to-date with Illinois facul-
ty sick leave state laws, said David
Radavich, Eastern’s UPI chapter
president and English professor.
UPI is currently negotiating
with Eastern’s administration for a
new three-year faculty contract.
One contract change the faculty
is seeking involves a sick leave
state law passed earlier this year
that states there is no limit on sick
leave accumulation.
Faculty want to adjust their con-
tracts so that the now outdated
state limit of 300 days is no longer
in effect on the contracts, he said.
In 1998, a state law was passed
banishing compensatory sick
leave, which meant faculty could
continue to accumulate sick leave
days, but it became non-compensa-
tory. Therefore, they could not get
a payout on the days when they
retired. 
Prior to 1998, “when someone
retired they would get a sick leave
payout of X dollars,” Radavich
said. “That could be substantial if
you worked 30 years depending on
your salary.” 
Faculty members’ sick leave has
accumulated non-compensatory
since the passage of the 1998 state
law, Radavich said.
“The 300-day limit is still in the
faculty contract, in part because
the (new) law was signed at a time
when we didn’t know about the law
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Terrorism, Iraq main discussion at Sept. 11 panel 
By Tim Martin
S T A F F  W R I T E R
A panel of five Eastern faculty members
and a crowd of more than 20 people dis-
cussed a variety of national and global issues
last night in the Charleston-Mattoon Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
The event, part of “EIU Remembers
Sept.11,” was the second annual National and
Global Security Issues discussion.
After Ryan Hendrickson, moderator and
political science professor, introduced the
panel, Dave Carwell, political science pro-
fessor, talked about terrorism.
“Terrorism is a tactic that has been used
for thousands of years and, unfortunately,
sometimes it has been successful,” Carwell
said. “I don’t think we’re ever going to defeat
terrorism.”
Next to speak was Eric Hake, professor of
economics, who talked extensively about the
impact invading Iraq would have on the
United States and global economies. Hake
said the estimated expense to invade Iraq
was $150 to $200 billion. 
Scott Levi, professor of history who lived
in Uzbekistan from 1996 to 1998 and
returned this past summer, spoke of his
experiences there.
Levi said America pumps hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars into Uzbekistan, which is
under a dictatorship, and the citizens never
see any of the money. 
Levi went on to say the Uzbekistan people
have no political refuge from the dictator-
ship except for an underground Islamic
political party. The deterioration of the econ-
omy, Levi said, was surprising.
“When I lived there from 1996 to 1998, the
exchange rate of the Uzbekistan currency
was 86 to one American dollar,” Levi said.
“When I went back there this summer, the
exchange rate was 1,450 to one American
dollar.”
Ed Wehrle, professor of history, said
America won the war with terrorism in the
past year. 
“I think historians years from now might
see this as America’s and the world’s finest
hour,” Wehrle said. “On Sept. 11, the unimag-
inable happened, and I think before then we
were all in denial how evil, evil is.”
Hendrickson shared his thoughts about
congressional opinion on George W. Bush’s
insistence on invading Iraq. 
He said Congress was skeptical about sup-
porting Bush due to lack of international sup-
port and the potential loss of life, but he pre-
dicted that eventually they would agree with
the president’s decision.
After Hendrickson finished his speech, he
allowed members of the audience to ask the
panel some questions.
A number of topics were brought up, but
much of the discussion stemmed from
whether the United States would have
enough physical evidence to demand
weapons inspectors reenter Iraq.
“I think for the United Nations to agree to
letting us have our weapon inspectors
return, we need some harder, tangible evi-
dence,” Levi said. 
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S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Scott Levi (left) and Ed Werhle, both history professors, field questions from students about
national security and national politics Wednesday evening in the Charleston-Mattoon Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.  
 Booth Library highlighted with 
grand re-opening ceremony
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Jillian Kinsella (left), a freshman physical education and health major and Kelly Nilsson, a freshman undeclared
major, gather clothes to wash Tuesday night. All of their clothes and belongings smelled like smoke after a fire
broke out in their room in Pemberton Hall on Monday.
Pemberton fire quelled 
by quick-thinking RA
By Melissa Nielsen
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
A fire in Pemberton Hall
Monday night was extinguished
without incident and caused little
damage.               
Jessica McCarson, a senior
special education major and resi-
dent assistant on the third floor,
said at about 6:15 p.m., a resident
came out of her third floor room
calling for help. McCarson real-
ized there was a fire, instructed a
student to pull the alarm and
then put out the fire with an
extinguisher.
“Thanks to the quick work of
an RA, a crisis was averted,” said
Mark Hudson, director of hous-
ing and dining.
Hudson said the fire was
small and contained. A $10
lamp shade was the only fire
damage. Building service
workers cleaned the fire extin-
guisher foam, which left no
damage. 
A fire report said firefighters
noticed a large amount of gray
smoke in the hallway when they
reported to the scene.  They used
a fire can and a large water gun
to ensure the fire was out. They
checked the building and read-
mitted people about a half hour
later.
Hudson said the room sus-
tained little damage and no one
was seriously injured, but the
“big mystery” of the fire was
how the lamp shade ignited. 
“We are still looking into why
the lamp shade caught on fire,”
he said.
The fire report said room
occupants denied smoking at the
time of the fire.
“Thanks to the quick
work of an RA, a crisis
was averted.”
— Mark Hudson
Write for the DEN! Call 581-2812
AB to hear from
last two boards
By Tim Martin and John Chambers
S T A F F  W R I T E R S
The Apportionment Board will
meet with the final two of the
five boards it funds tonight.
AB is funded by the student
activity fee and distributes budg-
ets to the five boards: Sports and
Recreation; University Board;
the theater board, Dramatic
Players; AB and Student
Government.
University Board and
Dramatic Players will present
the board with information about
how AB funds were allocated
last year, said Amy Leonard, vice
president for business affairs.
She said the boards presenting
will not ask for additional funds
until later in the year when addi-
tional funds need to be allocated.
“We assess additional funds if
a real and unexpected need is
found, or there is a mistake in the
budget, and we have sufficient
funds,” Leonard said.
She said AB board keeps
$100,000 as reserve funds but
currently has about $32,000 in
the budget for additional alloca-
tions.
Leonard said during the first
two weeks of AB meetings, the
funded boards give background
on themselves and cite what
services they provide to stu-
dents.
“In the third week, after we
know something about each
board, the boards can then come
to us and ask for additional allo-
cations,” Leonard said. 
Leonard will also go over the
AB bylaws with the eight-stu-
dent, three-faculty member
board and request revisions. 
AB meets at 7 p.m. Thursday
in the Arcola-Tuscola Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
RHA to establish
budget, hear reports
By Allegra Hoopingarner
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Residence Hall
Association will meet  at 5 p.m.
today in the Taylor Hall lobby to
discuss this year’s budget and
establish consistent membership.
Kevin Leverence, a sophomore
psychology major and RHA pres-
ident, will direct the meeting and
lead discussions.
“We’ll talk about the budget
and hopefully get it approved,
depending on the feedback we
get,” Leverence said.
The annual budget, currently
around $11,000, gets its main
source of income from fund-rais-
ing. This year’s budget money
will be directed towards pro-
gramming and conferences.
“At the meeting, we’ll get a lot
of opening specifics done and
begin establishing consistent
membership,” Leverence said.
“We don’t have any fund-raisers
planned right now because we’re
still getting things set up.”
The RHA budget is separate
from that of the Resident
Assistants’ budget that is based
on the student activity fees,
which are paid every year by
those housed in residence halls.
“RHA money is separate from
RA money, but we have no prob-
lem supporting any of those with
special requests,” Leverence
said.
Tonight, the meeting holds a
specific agenda that will include
the organization of the RHA com-
mittee, the approval of this year’s
budget and basic reports or com-
plaints from each residence hall
and its staff members.
“We will have reports on what
we’re doing, what the halls are
doing and discuss any problems
that need to be brought to a
director’s attention,” Leverence
said.
RHA meetings are held at 5
p.m. every Thursday in different
residence halls.
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Hey EIU
Students...
DO YOU NEED MONEY FOR...
TUITION???
ENTERTAINMENT???
GAS???
LAUNDRY???
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where there are opportunities that will fit all
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*Business Casual Atmosphere
*Flexible Schedules
*Great Pay
*Incentives / Bonuses
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Friday & Saturday
Cosmic 
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Charleston
Double DrinksBig Bottles & Double Drinks
• Kamakazi 
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• Buttery Nips
Pitcher
Thursday @ 
Plus$1
Home of the
$2
Best DJ’s in Town
SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIENDS
Place a
B I R T H D A Y
A D
with a
P H O T O  &  M E S-
S A G E
in the
Daily Eastern
By Caitlin Prendergast
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
Carl Estabrook, the Green
Party candidate for Illinois’
reconstructed 15th
Congressional District, will
speak at 7 p.m. tonight in Room
2080 of the Life Sciences
Building.
The sociology professor from
the University of Illinois is the
first third-party congressional
candidate to run in East Central
Illinois since 1914, a press
release stated.
Estabrook will begin his
speech with a few important
national issues.
“I undoubtedly will start with the war in Iraq, and
the fact that other candidates don’t know what to say
about it,” Estabrook said.
His speech will emphasize that students have a
choice for change.
“It’s time students at Eastern had another option,”
Estabrook said. “There is so little difference between
the two major parties right now, voting has become
almost meaningless. Money, not the public, now
decides who our elected officials are.” 
Estabrook is running against Democrat Josh
Hartke and Republican incumbent Timothy
Johnson.
The Green Party’s principles, Estabrook said, are
non-violence, ecological wisdom, social justice and
grassroots democracy.  
“We try to talk generally about the principles the
Green Party stands for, but we try to be abstract
when discussing the policies, “ he said.
Estabrook, who will face two opponents in the Nov.
5 general election, will also discuss voting issues, and
said students could play a key role in the election.
The free event is sponsored and organized by
the Coles County Green Party, a Recognized
Student Organization.
U of I professor
to speak on
congressional
campaign 
Ballet Folklorico Mexico kicks off
celebration of Latino Heritage
By Jennifer K. Stoltz
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Ballet Folklorico Mexico per-
formed for a crowd of about 300
people, including adults from the
community, students and children
from local schools, Wednesday night
in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Jesus Avila, the speaker of the
dance troupe, told how the begin-
ning dances represented the histo-
ry of the Aztec people. The dances
were passed down from many gen-
erations, Avila said.
Then Avila told the audience of
the needs and dangers of fire, and
then explained the vibrant cos-
tumes of the dancers.
The name of the head-dress
translates into “crown of great
beauty,” Avila said. He pointed out
the large pheasant feathers in the
headdress, and joked the pheasants
were so large because “we feed
them tacos.”
The second half of the program
featured the dances of contempo-
rary Mexico. One dance performed
was “La Bamba,” in which Avila said
the dancers were to “tie a long rib-
bon into a bow using only their feet.”
Tim Leong, a junior sociology
major, was impressed by the
dancers vitality. 
“There was a lot of vibrant ener-
gy. It even seemed effortless. I
loved it,” Leong said.
The ballet concluded with the
traditional “Mexican Hat Dance.”
Avila then ended with a message to
all students in the audience. 
“You are the future of our coun-
try. It is a beautiful, glorious coun-
try,” Avila said. “It is up to you to
keep it that way.”
Ballet Folklorico Mexico is the
first event of Latino Heritage
Month,  which lasts through Oct. 15.
C A I T L I N  B U L L I S / A S S O C I A T E  P H O T O  E D I T O R
Maria Avila, performs a dance to Tonatu, the Great Spirit of Sun, Wednesday evening as part of
Ballet Folklorico Mexico in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.  
Carl Estabrook
“I undoubtedly
will start with the
war in Iraq, and
the fact that
other candidates
don’t know what
to say about it.”
I have never really liked police
officers and they have never real-
ly liked me.  Ever since the youth-
ful days of D.A.R.E., when Officer
Bruno didn’t like me for no reason
at all. He didn’t like the fact that I
wasn’t drinking for personal rea-
sons, not for the reasons he was
teaching us.  
This is a constant struggle that
has been raging for eons, or 21
years. Nine times out of 10, inci-
dents with me involving the cops
were not needed, pointless con-
frontations, if you ask me. Last
Wednesday was one of the
instances.  
On Sept. 11, at around 9:15 p.m.,
I was skate boarding down
Seventh Street. There is a bicycle
lane on Seventh Street, and I was
skating in that lane. A few cars
passed me with no problems
occurring. A cop car pulled up
next to me and the officer asked,
“What the hell are you doing? Get
out of the street!”
So I quickly moved up to the
sidewalk and continued my jour-
ney. Once again the cop rudely
chimed in, “Now, where do you
think you are going? Get back
here!” The cop yelled at me for
riding in the street and informed
me that there is a skate park
here in Charleston. Shortly later,
he issued me a citation to appear
in court for skateboarding in the
street. No one else was upset that
I was skating in the street,
except for this cop and his part-
ner.  
I cannot use a skateboard in the
street  for the purpose of trans-
porting myself from home to
classes, but I can use a skateboard
in the skate park. I can’t afford a
car and I don’t have a bike. How
should I transport myself around
campus? Sorry, my teleporter is in
the shop until March.  
After these wonderful events of
last week, I began thinking and
talking about it with people. I
asked why are there cops every-
where? Most of the time they are
busting people for curfew, 
underage smoking or drinking,
and (surprise surprise) skate
boarding.  
These are petty crimes com-
pared to what we really need cops
for. You don’t see cops stumbling
upon domestic disputes or rob-
beries. Where were the cops when
English instructor Bill Feltt was
brutally attacked? How come they
haven’t found and arrested any-
body for this injustice?  
Police are normally called in for
these types of affairs. Why can’t
they stay in the police department
until they are called for help, like
firemen?  
Imagine yourself lighting a cig-
arette and then getting knocked
over by the spray of a fire hose
from a fireman down the street.
They were just “doing their job,”
which is putting out fires. Would
you like wet, soggy burgers
because a fireman saw smoke and
came and put out the fire in the
grill? I wouldn’t.  
Yes, we do need someone to
stop certain crimes, but some-
times I think that cops bust people
out of boredom.  
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Police should bust real crime
O P I N I O N
Cause
change by
voting
E D I T O R I A L
I applaud The Daily
Eastern News’ stance
towards the importance of a
valid assessment of student
writing (“Seek a Better
Solution.”) Students who
graduate from Eastern
(indeed, any college) should
be able to present complex
ideas in clear and readable
prose, should know how to
develop an argument, should
have an awareness of the
rhetorical expectations of dif-
ferent genres, and should
possess a firm grasp of the
fundamentals of English
grammar. Unfortunately, the
writing competency exam,
even one that is “a bit more
of a challenge,” is not the
answer. Most universities
have phased out timed exams
(especially exit exams) as an
assessment tool, and for very
good reasons. 
For one, it is almost impos-
sible to come up with fitting
exam prompts that fairly and
accurately accommodate stu-
dents from various disci-
plines and with a range of
learning and writing styles.
At the University of Illinois
at Chicago, where I complet-
ed my doctorate, a controver-
sial writing prompt had stu-
dents responding to a passage
from Darwin’s
Autobiography. Needless to
say, the prompt was seen to
favor students in biology and
was viewed as problematic
by certain religious groups.
Other, more generic, prompts
produced generic answers.
That prompts must be
changed every semester
makes this method of assess-
ment even more difficult. In
addition, many individuals
(myself included) simply
don’t write well under timed
conditions. A friend of mine
who teaches many writing
courses here at Eastern told
me that a student of hers who
wrote quite fluently in class-
es failed the writing compe-
tency exam, overcome by a
bad case of writer’s block. 
More importantly, howev-
er, is the fact that the writing
competency exam does not
reflect the changes that have
occurred in the past 20 or so
years in how we (educators,
researchers, administrators,
businesspeople) view writing.
In most first-year writing
classes, both here at Eastern
and in universities through-
out the country, teachers
stress revision as an impor-
tant part of the writing
process. Writers learn
through rewriting, correct-
ing, showing their work to
others. An instructor’s or
peer’s remarks often serve as
a spur to further thought and
work. This emphasis on revi-
sion and collaboration
reflects the way that writing
occurs out there in “the real
world.” More and more often,
for example, reports and
memos come from more than
one individual. In many insti-
tutions, collaboration is the
norm, not the exception.
Corrections are frequently
made to reports; revisions
are suggested; individuals are
given the chance to rewrite
and improve. 
While there is no perfect
method of writing assess-
ment, the electronic writing
portfolio is a fair and fairly
accurate indicator of the abil-
ities and strengths of a stu-
dent. On the other hand,
exams such as the writing
competency exam reflect nei-
ther the kinds nor ways of
writing that students experi-
ence in their classrooms, nor
the kinds or ways of writing
that will be expected of them
once they graduate. 
Daiva Markelis
assistant professor of English
Exam not the answer to assessment
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“I can’t afford a car
and I don’t have a
bike. How should I
transport myself
around campus?”
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Let your voices be heard. Your opinions do mat-
ter. You can make a difference. You can cause
change ... But if you are not registered to vote
and/or you do not vote, the situation might be a lit-
tle different.  
You can complain all you want, but until leaders
see college-aged individuals actively participating
in politics and elections, they will more than likely
ignore you. They need to please the voters, the
ones who elect them.
We need politicians on our
side. To get what we want, we
need to take charge. We need
to show initiative. We should-
n’t waste any more time.
Register to vote for this
year’s gubernatorial election
now.
Student Government,
University Democrats and
the Green party will hold a
campus-wide voter registra-
tion drive Sept. 26, 27 and 30
at locations in Coleman Hall
and the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
If students are not registered to vote, or have
changed addresses since they were registered,
they should take a moment to register.
The locations are in convenient spots on 
campus for most students. The organizers of the
drive are making it as easy as they can for stu-
dents to sign up to vote. How much simpler can it
get? 
But we shouldn’t just register because it’s con-
venient. People who do not register and vote have
no right to complain about issues in the city, state
or nation. These issues do concern us, however,
and we need to actively participate in what’s hap-
pening where we live on both the local, state and
national level.
College students, in general, have the bad name
of being apathetic. Let’s change that now.
Student Government members correctly
believe it’s even more important for student to
vote now because of the current state budget cri-
sis. 
Registering is only the first hurdle. Before we
can work on getting more registered voters to
vote, we need more students to care enough to
register.
To be able to vote in the governor’s race in
November, voters have to be registered by Oct. 8.
You shouldn’t put off registering; however, if
something prevents you from registering at the
drive, students can go to the Student Activities
Office in the union to register anytime after the
drive but before the deadline.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
Voter 
registration
Our stance
It is important
to register to
vote and then
to vote.
Legislators will
not listen to
college 
students
unless they
take part in
elections.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
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Stu’s
Thursday
Ladies Night
$2.oo 22oz. Bud Light
$2.oo UV Vodka Mixers
$2.oo Blue Tail Flies
$100 Shot Specials
NEW STAFF::NEWATTITUDE::NEW LOOK::NEW STUS
WWW.STUSONLINE.COM
JERRY’S
PIZZA 
& PUB
•ALL YOU CAN EAT•
Corner of 4th and Lincoln 345-2844
Pizza                                         Spaghetti
Salad Bar                              Garlic Bread
$4.49 +tax
Children 10 and under eat for $2.19
5pm - 9pm
By Melissa Nielsen and Arom Cowlas
S T A F F  W R I T E R S
Construction in Blair Hall and
the University Police Department
will bring both buildings’ facilities
up to the standards of the
Americans with Disabilities Act.
The university and the Capital
Development Board are working
to guarantee several buildings on
campus meet ADA code, and the
two projects are just the beginning
of upgrades throughout campus,
Carol Strode, interim director of
facilities and management, said in
an e-mail.
Workers are installing new and
improved bathrooms, and the
water fountain will be relocated,
said Mike Elam, police sergeant
with the University Police
Department. 
A section of the police station
has been fenced in for material
storage before supplies and mate-
rials are ready to be installed.
Inside contractors are moving
the water fountain from where it
currently sits in the middle of the
hallway to the end of the hallway.
The fountain will then be more
accessible for people with wheel-
chairs, Elam said. 
Strode said toilets are also being
reconstructed to accommodate
wheelchairs.    
“This is similar to work that has
been done in many other buildings
on campus,” Strode said in an e-
mail.“The contractor has given us
a mid-October date for comple-
tion.”
Faculty and students in Blair
have been confined to using one
stairway while workers widen the
stairwells.
A stairway in Blair has been
blocked off since Monday to create
an area of rescue assistance in the
stairwell. Once construction is fin-
ished on one stairwell, workers will
begin work on the second. 
Rescue assistance locations
must be in a stairwell or other
rated enclosure and have emer-
gency communications available.
The stairwells are being
enlarged to accommodate a wheel-
chair without encroaching in the
normal means of egress, Strode
said.
Other ADA stairwell projects
include work in the Physical
Science Building, Klehm Hall and
the Life Science Building. Coleman
Hall has already seen rescue area
improvements. 
“I can’t identify the cost for
(Blair Hall) because it is included
in a project with work in several
buildings on campus,” Strode said.  
Illinois has provided state
money for upgrades, available only
if the money is used for ADA
improvements.
Blair Hall, police department become ADA compliant
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
The northern stairwell in Blair Hall has been closed off since Monday, while scaffoldings were to put up to
enlarge the stairwell, so a wheelchair ramp can be installed.  Once the north side is done, work will begin on the
south stairwell.  
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Miller Lite, MGD, Leimie Amber Light
It’s a whole new Thursday
Brat & Kraut w/ Fries $2.49
Pitchers $3.00
Bottles $1.75
Free Juke Box All Nite!
Thursday Night
$ Stoli Citron Bottles
$ Skyy Blue Bottles
Roc’s shuttle to and 
from Bears Game ~ $20
27 seats available while 
they last!!!
Thursday @
L efty’s Holler
KARAOKE 8PM-12AM
CORONA BEACH PARTY
IN
THE BIGGEST BEER GARDEN IN TOWN
$1.75 CORONA $1.75 RAILS
$1.00 DRAFTS
SAND VOLLEYBALL COURT, BEER, AND FUN!!!
PRIZE
S &
GIVEA
WAYS
ALL
NIGH
T!
A
d
v
e
r
t
i
s
e Help your business
BLOSSOM
581-2816
Third time
a charm?
 Unified Development
hopes to finally pass code
By Maura Possley
C I T Y  E D I T O R
A third public hearing tonight
may vote on the city’s Unified
Development Code or send it back
to the drawing board.
The Unified Development Code
has been reworked during the past
year for the first time since it was
written in 1969. 
A public hearing will be held at 6
p.m. tonight in the Charleston High
School gymnasium. The steering
committee made up of city officials
and residents will present the code to
the Board of Zoning and Appeals and
to the public. If the public approves
the code, the next step is for it to be
passed by the city council.
One change to the code, Rennels
said, is the limit on the maximum
number of people living in a resi-
dence who are not related, which
includes many students living off
campus. 
For the past 33 years, a maximum
of only three unrelated people were
allowed to live in a residence. The
new code states, however, the max-
imum number of unrelated people
in a residence is dependent on the
number of parking spaces avail-
able. 
No more than two people per bed-
room can live in a house; however,
Rennels said the more parking
spaces at the residence, the more
people are allowed to live there. 
Another item regulated in the
code is signs. Previously, there
were no rules concerning how
many or how big of a sign a busi-
ness could put up. The new code
sets regulations on sign height, area
and number. 
The sign regulations were instat-
ed to limit commercialization and
ensure Charleston retains its walka-
ble community atmosphere.
The new code differentiates
where houses can be built and clear-
ly states what areas are residential,
commercial or industrial.
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Booking the ceremony
Interim President Lou Hencken speaks to faculty, students and residents during the ceremonial opening of  Booth Library Wednesday afternoon in the
Library Quad.  
By John Chambers
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R  
A new bylaw passed at
Wednesday night’s Student Senate
meeting amended a current bylaw
that states the chair of external
relations maintains the student
government Website and other
subsidiary Web pages.
The new bylaw, written by stu-
dent senate members Lauren
Kluge and George Lesica, opens a
volunteer position for maintaining
the Web page
Kluge said the new webmaster
position will be an opportunity for
a student that would be chosen
from the student body at large.
“It’s good for people’s portfolios.
To have the EIU name on your
portfolio looks really good,” she
said.
Senate members were deputized
at the meeting by an election offi-
cial to enable them to register stu-
dents and others at the campus
voter drive Sept. 26, 27 and 30.
The deadline for registration is
Oct. 8, and students must be regis-
tered in Coles County to vote in the
November election.
To register at the drive, students
must show proof of U.S. citizen-
ship, live within the precinct for 30
days prior to registration and have
proof of a local address.
The Apostolic Circle of Today’s
Students and the Film Club were
approved as new organizations.
Ronnie Deedrick, student vice
president for academic affairs,
said shuttle bus schedules will def-
initely not change after this week.
“We’ll hopefully have this thing
solid by the end of the week,” said
Deedrick, the previous chair of the
senate’s Shuttle Bus Committee.
“Hopefully we can put this shuttle
bus thing to bed for a while.”
The Bus two route has been
changed to include a stop at
Carman Hall early in the morning
and less frequent stops in the
Square at times students were not
needing rides.
The Student Action Team will
lobby in Springfield when the
House and Senate are in session
and will accept new student mem-
bers until the end of next week,
said Marty Ruhaak, student vice
president for public affairs.
No new business was discussed.
The senate meets at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in the Arcola-Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
Student Senate creates webmaster position
ARE YOU HAPPY WITH YOUR
JOB? Learn to earn income from
your home! Training. $500-
1500/mo PT, $2000-7000/mo FT.
Free info. www.cre8newlife.com
888.373.8228
__________________________9/19
Experienced babysitter AVAIL-
ABLE:  Education major available
to babysit in my home
days/evenings/weekends call
345-9246
__________________________9/20
HELP WANTED!  The Mattoon
Academy of Gymnastics and
Dance is looking for an experi-
enced gymnastics and tumbling
instructor.  Phone 235-1080.
__________________________9/20
Help Wanted. Eastside Package
Liquors. Inquire within-evenings
and weekends. Must be 21. Call
345-5722.
__________________________9/20
Bartender  trainees needed $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 
ext. 539
__________________________9/23
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
Female models for painting/draw-
ing classes for Fall 2002 semes-
ter. To apply, come to the Art
Office, 300 Lawson Hall.
__________________________9/23
RESORT & GOLF INTERNSHIPS.
Orlando, FL; Myrtle Beach & Hilton
Head Island, SC. Now Hiring for win-
ter and spring positions. Take a
semester off and learn about the hos-
pitality industry in sunny resort loca-
tions! Receive a certificate from the
largest hospitality training company in
the United States. Fully furnished
housing, stipend and transportation
provided. 3-6 month internships. View
our website at
www.AmericanHospitalityAcademy.c
om and call 888.859.5293 for more
information.
__________________________9/24
ACCOUNTING MAJORS. Part-
time & Full-time for local printing
company.  Capable to work in all
aspects of Accounts
Receivable/Payable. Candidate
must possess strong communi-
cation skills, have a PC back-
ground and experience with
accounting software.  Duties will
also include payroll. Apply in per-
son at: SCHOLASTIC RECOGNI-
TION, INC. 5955 Park Drive
Charleston, IL. For directions call
217-345-9194.
__________________________9/24
GRAPHIC ARTISTS. Part-time
& Full-time for local printing
company.  Must possess
knowledge of Illustrator,
Quark, and PhotoShop.  Apply
in person at: SCHOLASTIC
RECOGNITION, INC. 5955
Park Drive Charleston, IL. For
directions call 217-345-9194
__________________________9/24
WANTED: Babysitter for week-
day nights from approximately
10:30pm to 7:30am. Great for
night owls. Reliable trans-
portation is a must. Please call
234.4830 and leave message.
__________________________9/26
Part-Time up to $14.95 HR.
Repairing Mailings, flexible hours,
no selling, call 626-821-4035,
__________________________9/27
Roommates wanted~ near cam-
pus, single leases Available
$275/month Call Lindsey at 348-
1479
__________________________9/19
Wanted Roommates- 3 bedroom,
furnished apt., $270 plus utilities.
Call Kim at 346-3583
__________________________9/19
FURNISHED, LARGE APART-
MENT. 1 Bedroom/$345, 2
Bedrooms/$220 each.  1/2 block
from campus. Lease negotiable.
345-6967.
__________________________9/19
PAID UTILITIES! GREAT 5 BR
house, Jackson Ave, 2 Rooms
Avail, $250, Central Air, W/D. Call
345-9665
__________________________9/19
Near campus, clean and attrac-
tive house for rent, 4 bedroom, 2
bathroom, w/d 
348-0712
__________________________9/19
2 bedroom apt. furnished, low
utilities, few blocks from campus.
Available 1/02-6/03. $250/mo.
348-3304.
__________________________9/20
New Large 1 BR Apt. All appli-
ances, including W/D; trash
included. Available Oct 1. Call
348-6682
__________________________9/25
Large 1 or 2 BR Apt. off
Charleston Square. $495/mo
includes heat, water, trash pick-
up, appliances. No pets. 345-
2617
__________________________9/27
Available NOW or 2nd semester.
Vcancies must go! Rentals for 1-
5 persons. Make an offer and
watch the landlord squirm! 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
__________________________9/30
Newly remodeled 2 bdrm apt.
Stove, refrigerator included.
Washer and dryer hook up. $450
per month. 345-2467.
__________________________10/4
Near campus, adorable. 4 bed-
room house, 10 month lease,
available immediately.
Washer/dryer, off street parking.
348-0712
__________________________00
Single apt on square. $350
includes gas/water/trash. Dave
345-2171 9-11am
__________________________00
3 BEDROOM 2 BATH HOUSE. 2
BLOCKS FROM EIU. W/D
INCLUDED. $200 EACH. CALL
348-1067
__________________________00
2 bedroom apts, furn/unfurn, nice
apts, great locations. No Pets.
From $200/per person/mo. 345-
7286
__________________________00
Large 1 bedroom apt., just paint-
ed, garage, laundry, avail. imme-
diately 345-7286
__________________________00
3 bedroom apt, new kitchen w/
dishwasher, microwave, cent air,
laundry, very nice. No pets 345-
7286
__________________________00
No more waiting in line for the
bathroom. New 3 & 4 BR, 2 bath
large apts. DSL Internet, W/D
included. $225-$250/person.
348-1067.
__________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR fur-
nished apt. Water, trash, laundry
room, all included for $260/mo.
on the corner, 111 2nd st. Right
next to park. Day: 235-3373,
Evening: 348-5427
__________________________00
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. RENT
AS LOW AS $250/PERSON. FUR-
NISHED. SUPER LOW UTILITIES.
345-5022
__________________________00
A 3 BR Duplex Apt. W/D, water
and trash included. $225 each,
3 people. Available June 1st.
Not close to campus. 232-
0656.
__________________________00
Leasing for Fall 2002. Several 1
bedroom apts, efficiency apts and
a 3 bedroom house all within
walking distance to Eastern. Call
348-0006
__________________________00
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002:
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS LOCATED NEXT TO THE
BUZZARD BUILDING. RECENT-
LY RECARPETED. FOR LEASING
INFORMATION CALL 348-0157
OR 581-3681 or www.lanman-
properties.com.
__________________________00
2 BR UNF. APT. W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, AC, LAUNDRY IN COM-
PLEX.  TRASH PD.  1305 18th ST.
$395 MO. SINGLE/ $460 2
ADULTS. PH 348-7746.
__________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives.  Call 348-1479
__________________________00     
BELL RED DOOR APTS.  1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARK-
ING. SPRING SEMESTER 2003
LEASES AVAILABLE. OFFICE
345-1266 OR 346-3161.
__________________________00
NEWLY REMODELED 2 bdrm.
apt. very close to campus, low
utilities, 10 month lease. 345-
5048.
__________________________00
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLD-
TOWNE MANAGEMENT.  CLOSE
TO  CAMPUS.  345-6533.
__________________________00
1 BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-3
BR UNF. APT W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, DISHWASHER,
MICROWAVE, CATHEDRAL
CEILING, INDIV. SINK/VANITY
IN EACH ROOM,
WATER/TRASH PD. 348-7746
__________________________00
5 BEDROOM HOUSE 1 BLOCK
FROM OLD MAIN-2 BATH LIVING
ROOM, DINING ROOM,
KITCHEN, STOVE, REFRIG.1520
9th ST. PH. 348-7746
__________________________00
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
APARTMENTS Now showing 2
and 3 bedroom apartments avail-
able IMMEDIATELY, 2ND SEMES-
TER, or select your apartment
NOW for fall 2003! LINCOL-
NWOOD PINETREE offers lots of
space, swimming pool, volleyball
court, walk to campus.  Located
across from Carmen Hall. 345-
6000
__________________________00     
2000, X-1 Lightning, Buell, Pro-Series,
1100 mi, Must Sell, $8500. 345.6795
__________________________9/20
Mountain Bike, Kerosene heater,
computer, workstation and chair,
music keyboard, LEGOROBOTICS
SET. 345.5372
__________________________9/20
FOR SALE: 4 Cardinals vs.
Diamondbacks tickets for 9/25.
Make offer. Proceeds go to chari-
ty. Call Cliff: 581-6567
__________________________9/23
Pentium 133, 16 MB Ram, 4 6B
HDD, Win 95, 28.8 Modem, Office
97, Much more software, HP
Deskjet 672C Printer, 14” Monitor.
$200 OBO. Call 581-7245, lv msg.
__________________________9/24
Playstation, 2 controllers, 11 games,
360 Block memory card. $200
OBO. Call 581-7245, lv msg.
__________________________9/24
1991 Checy Caviler. Runs good.
200K. $800 obo.  Call 234-3952
After 4pm
__________________________9/24
REAL ESTATE CHARLESTON:
Charming 5 BR, newly remod-
eled, old part of Charleston. New
furnace/AC/Wiring, 1.5 bath.
$62,500. PH. 345-9665.
__________________________9/25
‘92 Ford Explorer Sport. 4X4.
Only 76,000 miles. CD Player,
good condition. $4,900. 348-6267
Joe.
__________________________9/26
Congrats to Krystal Schrage of
AST on being lavaliered to Phil
Becker of Delta Sigma Phi!
Love, Your sisters
__________________________9/19
Daniel le Rozycki of KAPPA
DELTA: Great work with al l
o f  your  organizat ion.  I t ’s
great ly  apprec iated! !  KD
Love, Val
__________________________9/19
Study Abroad Informational
tonight in Coleman Hall, Rm.
1255 from 5 to 6 p.m. Also
Subway sandwiches
_________________________9/19
LICENSED HOME DAYCARE:
Available all shifts. Contact us at
348-9210
__________________________9/19
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H E L P  W A N T E D F O R  R E N T F O R  R E N T F O R  R E N T F O R  S A L E F O R  S A L E
C A M P U S  C L I P S
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: Internship
Panel on tonight at 6 pm in Lumpkin 2030 Auditorium. A great oppor-
tunity for students to find out about internships!
CIRCLE OF WISDOM: Tonight at 8 pm, basement of Thomas. Come
to the year’s first meeting. The Circle of Wisdom is a philosophy club
that welcomes everyone and their ideas.
MINORITY TEACHER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION:Weekly meeting
tonight at 6 pm, Paris Rm, Union. If you are interested in teacher edu-
cation-come join us! All are welcome.
HISTORY CLUB: First meeting tonight, 5:30 pm in Cole 2761. Come
meet new people and see what we are all about! All Majors Welcome! 
COLES COUNTY GREEN PARTY: Meet Congressional Candidate Carl
Estabrook tonight, 7pm, Life Science 2080. Mr. Estabrook is IL’s first
third-party congressional candidate since 1914.
FAMILY FUN FESTIVAL: Going to Family Festival? Do you have a car?
Do you need a ride? Be at the South end of Buzzard, 7th street at 7:45
am on Sat, Sep 21
SIGMA RHO EPSILON: Mandatory Meeting/Initiation tonight, 6pm,
Buzzard 1103. Please wear pin attire. Officers meet at 5pm.
ASSOCIATION OF HONORS STUDENTS: Meeting tonight, 6pm,
Effingham room.  All honors students welcome!
INTERVARSITY. Large Group Meeting tonight, 7:30pm,
Matton/Charleston Rm, Union. Is the Bible for real? Come hear Keven
Groven speak on the reliability of the gospel.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
ACROSS
1Pop singer
Lisa
5Yak
9When
repeated,
1954 Eddie
Fisher hit
14Grayish yel-
low
15Guitar fore-
runner
16Vietnam site
in 1969 news
17Child’s toy
19Distasteful
solution?
20Cara and
Castle
21Shuttle car-
goes
23Octave fol-
lowers
25Driving spots
26Straight ones
= 2.0
28Half a moun-
taineering
expedition
32Sermon
recipients
36Transmission
ender
37Korean bor-
der river
38What 17-
Across, 62-
Across, 
10-Down or 
35-Down
does
41Tidy sum
42Mideast title
43Overeater’s
problem
45Hits the end?
48“Why not!”
49Blackens
51Some cracks
are full of it
56Purge
60River across
Nebraska
61Rosemary
and others
62Thrust pro-
ducer
64St. Teresa’s
birthplace
65Article in
Berlin
66Resort east
of Glenwood
Springs
67Prepares
potatoes, in
a way
68Jam site
69Hireling, in
history
DOWN
1Partner in
exploring
2Yellowish
3Eastern
Indians
4Like ashes
5Sore spots
6Galoot
7Not having
one’s feet flat
on the
ground
8Produced
9Moseys
10Rocket part
11Pelvic bones
12South
African gold
discovery
site, with
“the”
13Not just eva-
sions
18Parasite
22Legislator’s
cry
24Ooze
27Disrespectful
ones
29Axis of ___
30Dudley Do-
Right’s
beloved
31It doesn’t
take much
32Some tour-
ney draws
33Way up or
down
34Director
Kazan
35Once popu-
lar player
39Entre ___
40Broke
44The Thief of
Bad Gags
46“The Wizard
of Oz” set-
ting
47Broadway
sign
50Terrif
52Have farm
young
53Pathfinder?
54It’s held dur-
ing
Oktoberfest
55Cosmetician
Norman
56Overcook
57Son of Jacob
58Philosopher
Hoffer
59Cream, of
1960’s rock
63___ par
Puzzle by Patrick Merrell
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22
23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30 31
32 33 34 35 36
37 38 39 40 41
42 43 44
45 46 47 48
49 50 51 52 53 54 55
56 57 58 59 60
61 62 63
64 65 66
67 68 69
Edited by Will Shortz No. 0808
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A V I L A E I N E V A I L
R I C E S R O A D E S N E
F O R  R E N T
P E R S O N A L S
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven Campus Fundraiser
3 hour fundraising event.  Our
programs make fundraising easy
with no risks.  Fundraising dates
are filing quickly, so get with the
program!  It works.  Contact
Campus Fundraiser at (888) 923-
3238, or visit www. campus-
fundraiser.com
__________________________9/19
Fraternities~Sororities~Clubs~Stud
ent Groups. Earn $1000-$2000 this
semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundrais-
ing event. Our programs make
fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
so get with the program! It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at
888.923.3238, or visit www.cam-
pusfundraiser.com
__________________________9/19
USA Spring Break Presents
Spring Break 2003. Campus Reps
Wanted. Earn 2 free trips for 15
people. Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica, Acapulco,
South Padre and Florida. Call
TOLL FREE 1-877-460-6077.
www.usaspringbreak.com
__________________________9/20
Charleston Jaycees Mud Volleyball
Tournament Saturday Sept. 21 at the
Place in Ashmore, IL. Registration at
12 noon. Teams must be co-ed, at
least 2 members of opposite sex.
Must be 21 to enter. For more info
contact Jill Moffett at 345-0441 or
Angela Peters at 345-1365
__________________________9/20
FREE DIETARY ASSESSMENTS!
Call Beth at 581-7786 for more
information!
__________________________9/20
PARTY STUFF!! Hawaiian leis,
grass skirts, coconut bras, Mardi
Gras beads, wigs, cowboy hats,
tiaras, adult birthday and bache-
lorette gags & gifts. GRAND
BALL- 609 6th St, Charleston.
Tues-Fri 12-6, Sat 10-2
__________________________9/20
What kind of drinker are you?
Find out at mystudentbody.com
Use EIU as your school code.
__________________________9/20
Parents weekend openings at
Days Inn for Sept. 27&28.
Minimum of 2 nights. Call 345-
7689
__________________________9/24
Come in at Z’s Hair Design for
a trendy new hairstyle.
Haircut, shampoo and style $5.
Men’s haircuts $12. Highlights
range from $40-$50. Cut,
shampoo, and style included
with highlights. Brow and
facial waxing $5 each.  Many
more services offered. For
appointment call Nikki at 345-
5451. Located just north of
Post Office at 212 6th Street,
Charleston. We offer Paul
Mitchell, Graham Webb, and
American Crew products.
__________________________9/27
16 Years-One Spring Break
Destination-One Company! Travel
with BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS, the
most successful Acapulco Spring
Break company ever, & you will
never want to use a different
Spring Break company again!
Sign up by Nov. 1 & get over $100
in food & merchandise FREE.
800.875.4525. www.bianchi-
rossi.com. Travel FREE-ask how!!
__________________________11/1
SPRING BREAK 2003 Travel With STS
Americas #1 Student Tour Operator.
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, or
Florida. Sell Trips Earn Cash Travel Free.
Information/Reservations. 1-800-648-
4849 or www.ststravel.com.
__________________________11/1
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas!
Campus Reps Wanted! Best
Prices. Free Parties & Meals! 1-
800-234-7007 endlesssummer-
tours.com
_________________________12/16  
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Study: Children becoming biggest
group of prescription drug consumers
NEW YORK (AP) — When Christy
Olson’s daughter developed asthma as
a toddler 12 years ago, she was reluc-
tant to put her on prescription drugs.
“I was so worried about side effects.
I didn’t want to give it to her unless I
had to,” said Olson, who lives in
Rochester, Minn., and is a nurse her-
self. She decided it was a necessary
move, and her daughter, now 15, still
takes medicine for her condition.
While parents then and now are often
nervous about medicating children, it
is becoming more common. Use of pre-
scription drugs is growing faster
among children than it is among senior
citizens and baby boomers, the two tra-
ditionally high consumer groups,
according to a new study.
Spending on prescription drugs for
those under 19 grew 28 percent last
year, according to the survey by Medco
Health Solutions, a Franklin, N.J.-based
pharmacy benefits manager.
Meanwhile, spending per patient
rose 23 percent for those between the
ages of 35 and 49 and less than 10 per-
cent for those above 65.
Children are also spending 34 per-
cent more time on medication than
they were five years ago, the study
found.
Treating children is still relatively
inexpensive, costing an average of
$84.72 per patient each year. That com-
pares to an average expense of $944.40
per year for people aged 65 to 79.
The Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services, a government
agency, estimates that overall spending
on prescription drugs rose 16.4 percent
to $142 billion last year.
Among children, the most pre-
scribed drugs were for allergies, asth-
ma and infections. Prescriptions for
Ritalin and other medicines for neuro-
logical and psychological disorders
were also substantial — a finding that
renewed concern among some experts
who worry that such drugs may be
over-prescribed for children.
Some doctors also were alarmed that
spending on prescription drugs to treat
heartburn and other gastrointestinal
disorders surged 660 percent over five
years, according to the study. The jump
was seen as linked to the increasing
number of overweight children in the
United States.
Some of the findings on prescription
drugs mirrored trends seen in disease
patterns. For example, the incidence of
asthma and allergies are generally
increasing, so doctors said it wasn’t
surprising that children’s prescriptions
for such ailments would also grow.
Moussaoui
motion released
to the public
ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP) — The judge who previ-
ously silenced Zacarias Moussaoui released one of
his pleadings Wednesday, after concluding the
accused Sept. 11 conspirator had avoided threats,
racial slurs and calls to action.
U.S. District Judge Leonie Brinkema on Aug. 29
said Moussaoui’s motions would be kept private until
he met her conditions to eliminate the offensive lan-
guage.
Moussaoui indicated he had received the message.
“This motion must be publish,” he wrote. “You have
no false excuse to gagg me any longer.”
The French citizen, 34, complained in the motion
that he still has no access to the Internet site of
court-appointed defense attorneys, who are assisting
him at the judge’s direction.
Brinkema did have to cross out several sentences
of the handwritten motion with a black marker, say-
ing she did so at the government’s request.
The motion, filed with the court Tuesday and
released Wednesday, still included language that
would never be tolerated from an attorney.
Moussaoui, whose trial is scheduled for Jan. 6, said
defense lawyer Frank Dunham Jr. was playing a
“dirty trick” by refusing to pass on information and
failing to investigate matters that could help his
case.
He said Dunham was hoping that Brinkema would
revoke his right to defend himself and allow the
standby defense team to take over the case.
Prosecutors said they would seek the death penalty if
Moussaoui is convicted of conspiring with the Sept.
11 attackers to commit terrorism.
The judge granted Moussaoui access to the
lawyers’ Web site while barring him from visiting
other Internet sites. Dunham and another defense
lawyer, Edward MacMahon, said access has been
delayed by logistical problems, caused by the defen-
dant’s isolation within the Alexandria Detention
Center.
Moussaoui’s motions have been filled with insults
directed at the defense lawyers, curses aimed at the
judge and calls for the elimination of Jews in
Palestine. Prosecutors and the judge have expressed
concern that Moussaoui, an admitted al-Qaida loyal-
ist, was sending coded messages to his supporters.
As in past motions, Moussaoui said Dunham, a pub-
lic defender, was leading an effort to have him exe-
cuted.
“Dunham still does not understand that suicide is
forbidden in Islam and to give him my case is ’cer-
tain’ death,” Moussaoui wrote.
“I have more chance to live if I load bullet in 38
mm and play Russian rullet. After all the gun can
jam, but Dunham will not miss the opportunity to
send me to heaven.”
HERSHEY, Pa. (AP) — Shirley Reale
has long enjoyed the perfume of roasted
cocoa beans from the big Hershey Foods
plant on Chocolate Avenue, and she wor-
ried the aroma would vanish after the
company was put up for sale.
But those worries vanished
Wednesday after the trust that controls
the chocolate company dropped the idea.
“All I can say is hooray. The only thing
I could see was the deterioration of the
town if the company was sold,” she said
in front of the mansion that is the former
home of chocolate magnate Milton S.
Hershey and the current home of the
charitable Hershey Trust Co.
The prospect of a sale drew opposition
from many corners, including residents
who mounted a “Derail the Sale” cam-
paign of petitions and rallies, and alumni
of the Milton Hershey School for disad-
vantaged children, which is the trust’s
sole beneficiary.
The 108-year-old company employs
6,200 people in central Pennsylvania,
man of them in this town of 13,000.
“Hershey is unique in that the choco-
late plant depends on everything else in
the community, and the people in town
depend on the chocolate plant,” said
Jean Baiocchi, who retired from
Hershey in 1987 after 44 years as an
administrative secretary. “If you break
one part, the other part would certainly
be devastated.”
State Attorney General Mike Fisher
had sought a court order requiring the
trust to obtain court approval of any
sale, saying he feared plant closings and
widespread layoffs if the company were
sold.
“I think they understood how opposed
the community was to this, and I think
they also understood we were prepared
to fight them every step of the way,”
Fisher said Wednesday.
While Fisher’s court action was “in the
back of people’s minds,” the trustees’
decision was based on financial consid-
erations, said Robert Vowler, Hershey
Trust Co. chairman and chief executive.
The trust had said it wanted to pursue
a sale to protect its investments. More
than half of its assets are invested in
Hershey stock and board members said
it could be hurt if Hershey’s finances
falter.
Vowler said the board voted 10-7 late
Tuesday not to sell Hershey because it
did not like the bids it received, not
because of community pressure.
It received two bids — one from the
Wm. Wrigley Jr. candy company for
$12.5 billion, and the other a joint offer
from chocolate giants Nestle and
Cadbury for $10.5 billion — but neither
was satisfactory, Vowler said.
Hershey Foods had been expected to
receive bids as high as $15 billion.
The trust company controls 77 per-
cent of the company’s shareholder votes
and 31 percent of its common stock.
Home of Chocolate Avenue 
relieved Hershey won’t be sold
“. . . the people in the
town depend on the
chocolate plant.”
—Jean Baiocchi
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SIGMA PI
The Spirit of
Rush  SP • Fall 2002 ll 
Built on Tradition!
The Last Original Off-Campus Fraternity House
•Established 1947•
Thursday, September 19th
Gourmet Subs!
Come by the Sigma Pi House at 956 6th St. for all you 
can eat Gourmet Sub Dinner.  Serving starts at 5 pm.
For Rides or Info Call Chaz 345-4157 or Sig Pi house 345-9523
$2.00 22 oz. Bottles
Bud, Bud Light, Miller 
Light, and Coors Light
Thursday @ 
Lunch Special:  Burger, Fries, & Draft ~ $ 2.99
BIG
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Join The Men Of
SFE
For free Subway Sandwiches Tonight
From 5-8 @ the Sig Ep House
(Red Brick House off Greek Court)
For Rides or Question’s Call:
Joe @ 581-3027
Tyson @581-6123
H o w d y  P a r t n e r . . .
Y o u  c o u l d  h a v e a d v e r t i s e d
r i g h t  h e r e !
Congratulations to our New 
Baby Squirrels
K e l l y  B e s t
L i n d s e y  B r o w n
C h a n t a l e  C h a h i n e
J e n n y  C h a m b e r l a i n
B i t t a n y  C l a r k
D a n e l l e  C l i f t o n
K e l l y  C o l l i n s
C h r i s t i n e  C u y u g a n
M i c h e l l e  E n g l a n d
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L i s a  H a y e s
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K a t i e  L e m a y
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K r i s t e n  L u t e s
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S a r a h  M a r c i n k o v i c h
K a t i e  M a r l a t t
K a t i e  M a y
A n n a  M i n e t t e
E l i z a b e t h  N e u b a u e r
V a l e r i e  N o r m a n
A s h l e y  O k o n
L e e s a  P e t e r s
J e s s i c a  R i n e r
S a r a h  R i z z o
M e g h a n  R u s s e l l
J e n n i f e r  S i l v e s t r i
A d r i e n n e  S u r m a
E r i n  T h e i s
N i n a  V e l a s q u e z
K a t i e  W i l h e m y
H i l l a r y  W i n s k i l l
S u s a n n e  Z a w i s l a k
C a n d i e  Z i c h m i l l e r
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Mascot returns without a name
By Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I A T E  S P O R T S  E D I T O R
Eastern will have a mascot along
the sidelines at O’Brien Stadium
Saturday night for the first time in
two years.
The last time Eastern had a mas-
cot at any sporting event was in the
fall of 2000. 
But the costume sustained dam-
age and it was hard for the person
in the costume to see, so the
Panther was retired.
Last fall, a freshman university
foundations class, taught by, math
professor Andy White and Sandy
Cox, counseling center operation
assistant director, raised $1,400 for
the purchase of a new costume.
White, who is also an advisor for
the cheerleading squad, Rich
McDuffie,  along with director of
athletics and Dave Kidwell sports
information director then chose
the design of the new costume
which was delivered in the sum-
mer.
Now that Eastern has the more
modern costume, the name of the
mascot is still undecided.
Although the university founda-
tion class raised money using the
slogan, “Bring back Billy,” Billy
was never the official name of the
mascot.
“It will not be named Billy,”
Kidwell said. 
“It never was, someone just
called it Billy and the name
stuck.”
Kidwell and McDuffie are still in
the process of trying to pick out a
name.
“We’ve been bantering back and
forth trying to come up with a
name,” McDuffie said. “I’ve talked
with Dave Kidwell about it and get-
ting students involved in the
process.”
McDuffie and Kidwell are not
the only ones trying think of a
name for the mascot. Eastern’s
cheer team has already received a
couple of suggestions.
“Some of the suggestions we got
from some of the sports teams
were Prowler, Pete and Peppy,”
cheer coach Beth Frost said. “But
we’re still searching for a name.”
Frost would like to see the stu-
dents get to decide the name of the
mascot.
“It’s just up to the students how
they want the mascot to represent
the school,” she said.
One of the keys to naming the
mascot will be finding a non-gen-
der specific name.
“We only have one mascot and
we want something that is not
either male or female,” Kidwell
said.
A name probably will not be
found before 6 p.m. Saturday when
Eastern’s football team is sched-
uled to kick off its home opener.
“The Panther mascot is probably
the best terminology we’ve got for
it for now,” Kidwell said.
This day in Panther sports...
 1997 – The football team
wins 25-14 over Illinois
State
Washington to miss first game since 1994
LAKE FOREST,  (AP) — One of
the biggest players in the NFL, Ted
Washington has also been one of
the most durable. But now his sec-
ond season with the Chicago Bears
could be over after just two games.
Washington, who hasn’t missed a
game since 1994, will be out at least
10 to 11 weeks with a ruptured lig-
ament in his left foot and a broken
bone in his left ankle.
Washington will have surgery on
the ligament injury Thursday. He
could end up on injured reserve,
meaning he could be out for the
season.
Coach Dick Jauron said
Wednesday the ligament injury is
the more serious of the two
because it affects Washington’s
toes. That injury requires 10 to 11
weeks to heal. Washington also has
a small fracture in the ankle that
needs four to six weeks to heal.
The 350-pound-plus Washington,
the anchor of the Bears’ defensive
line, got the injuries on the same
play in last Sunday’s win over
Atlanta. He will be replaced by
Alfonso Boone.
“Face it, Ted’s a giant, not only a
giant in stature, but he plays like
one, too,” Jauron said. “We’ll miss
Ted.”
Jauron hinted that Washington
could go on IR.
“We’d love to be able to keep a
spot for him, but we all know how
the business goes,” Jauron said.
“Ted understands also how the
business goes. We’ll just see how
this thing plays itself out down the
line.”
Washington limped into the
Bears locker room on crutches
Wednesday but refused to com-
ment.
“Losing Ted’s a big blow,” said
Bears defensive end Bryan
Robinson.
Washington had started 88
straight games before he came off
the bench last season for one game
against San Francisco. The four-
time Pro Bowl selection started all
16 games in his last five years with
Buffalo from 1996-2000. He last
missed a game in 1994 while with
Denver.
Washington is Chicago’s third
defensive starter injured this sea-
son. Defensive end Phillip Daniels
and defensive back R.W.
McQuarters were injured in the
opener against Minnesota and are
expected out until at least the
Green Bay game on Oct. 8.
Last season the Bears had just
one defensive starter miss one
game because of injury.
With Washington and fellow 350-
pounder Keith Traylor collapsing
and manhandling blockers in the
middle of the field, the Bears have
been able to let linebackers Brian
Urlacher, Warrick Holdman and
Rosevelt Colvin to roam free and
make tackles.
Boone, acquired as a waived free
agent in 2000 after being a seventh-
round pick of Detroit, is 6-4, 325.
But he is quicker than Washington,
who has surprisingly agility for his
size — listed as 6-5, 365 in the
team’s media guide.
“Losing Ted is a big
blow.”
—Bryan Robinson
B E A R S
Team
holds first
practice
outdoors 
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St.
Louis Rams didn’t wait for the
completion of a 30-foot-high
privacy screen to ward off
spies, practicing outdoors
Wednesday for the first time
during the regular season.
The team is spending
$100,000 on a screen similar
to that used on tennis courts
in order to block the view
from a four-story hotel across
the street from the Rams
Park practice facility. It’s
scheduled to be completed
sometime next week and
crews have been installing
concrete piers the last few
days. 
The Rams have been work-
ing out on their indoor
FieldTurf facility since the
season began, but coach Mike
Martz wanted to move out-
doors because the Rams’
game is on grass at Tampa
Bay Monday.
“I think it’s good to get guys
on the grass if you’re playing
on it, get some grass stains on
the knees,” Martz said.
The coach joked that for the
time being the team would
hire people to wave their
hands on the western end of
the field and disrupt anyone
who might want to spy on
practice. 
He also joked that the team
had a “guy with a ladder and
spray paint” that would paint
over windows if anybody was
detected peeking out. 
R A M S
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$1 Rail 
E v e r y  T h u r s d a y
50
50¢
Foosball Tourney
8:30 p.m.
A.S.S.
(Amaretto Stone Sour)
JERRY’S PUB
T h u r s d a y  N i g h t
$ 1 . 7 5  B o t t l e s
$ 1 . 7 5  W e l l  D r i n k s
$ 3 . 7 5  P i t c h e r s
K a r a o k e  f r o m  1 0 p m - 1 a m
Delta Zeta
Welcomes our New Members
Hilary Andrys
Ashley Babcock
Brooke Camfield
Lindsey Carstens
Laura Cirrintano
Kristen D’Andrea
Mia Donini
Mallory Downs
Kylee Flider
Marcella Fortunato
Crissy Graves 
Katie Hogan
Aubrey Ignace
Sara Kaywood
Erin Kelly
Patricia Klaus
Stephanie Koenig
Joy Kopekin
Megan Lardi
Kristina Laut
Rachel Lowery
Kristin Morgan
Jacqueline Morrison
Jenny Mueth
Olivia Mahieu
Beth Rayner
Chelsea Reeg
Dana Sabia
Kirsten Schumann
Erin Shattuck
Darah Sivik
Molly Smrt
Kelly Stapleton
Jennifer Steagerman
Alison Stephans
Brooke Tally
Ashley Tumpane
Cathryn Wallace
Katherine Whaley
Courtney Wilson
Tiffany Witt
ADVERTISE You’llBeSurprised bythe Results
Badgers will be Panthers’ toughest test
By Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I A T E  S P O R T S  E D I T O R
Eastern men’s soccer team will
be tested this weekend when it
faces No. 22 Wisconsin Friday.
The Panthers (2-2) are fresh off
a win against Western Illinois
Tuesday.
Junior forward Jason
Thompson scored the only goal of
the game as he chases down a cou-
ple of career milestones.
With his third goal of the season,
Thompson brought his career
total to 29 to move into seventh
place on Eastern’s career leading
goal scorer list. The goal also tied
Thompson with Mark Noffert as
the 10th leading scorer in the
Missouri Valley Conference with
70 career points.
“When you think about it it’s a
pretty amazing achievement con-
sidering he has only played two
years and a couple of games,”
head coach Adam Howarth said.
“So hopefully he can keep pound-
ing them in.”
Wisconsin is 5-1 in the first year
of head coach Jeff Rohrman’s
tenure.
True freshman Phil Doeh
helped Rohrman get his fifth win
of the year with his first career
hat trick as a Badger against
University of Illinois-Chicago.
Despite Wisconsin’s strong start
Howarth is not worried.
“I don’t think we are worried
about any games,” Howarth said.
“We’re ready to play. We had a
good win (Tuesday). Not particu-
larly our best effort, but we
ground out a win.”
A good reason for Howarth’s
laid back attitude is the return of
two seniors on defense.
Ryan Hunt and Bobby Ewan
returned from injuries last week-
end. The two missed Eastern’s
season opened. For Ewan it was
the second game he has missed in
his collegiate career.
“I’m glad to be back,” Hunt said.
“It is my senior season and all. I
think we are going to do really
good this year.”
Another reason Howarth isn’t
worried is the fast start of fresh-
man forward Jimmy Klatter.
Together, Thompson and Klatter
have five of Eastern’s six goals
this season.
“I think its always good that a
freshman can come in and make
an impact like he did,” Howarth
said.
Wisconsin’s national ranking
doesn’t bother the Panthers either.
“I think its going to be a good
experience for the team,” Hunt
said. “I think they’re still ranked
right now. We just got done play-
ing a ranked team (No. 20 Loyola
Marymount) and we did pretty
good. I think we should have won
the game.”
Two days after the Wisconsin
game, Eastern will play Drury.
Drury (1-5) was shutout by
Western in a 3-0 loss three days
before Eastern played the
Leathernecks.
“They’ll be competitive,”
Howarth said. They are very good
offensively. They have three or
four guys that cause some prob-
lems up front. So we will go after
them defensively.”
M E N ’ S  S O C C E R
Matchup breakdown
Eastern Wisconsin
Panthers at Badgers
(2-2) (5-1)
W H E N : 7:30 p.m., Friday
W H E R E : Madison, Wis.
I-AA:
Schools suffer no 
consequences for 
contract breaches
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
schedule a home-and-home with a
BCS powerhouse.”
Money matters
Kansas State and Eastern have a
completely different viewpoint on
the value of  $250,000 — the sum
issued to Eastern by the Wildcats.
To Kansas State, that type of
investment can be used to sched-
ule another home game where it
will make $1.2 million.
To Eastern, $250,000 is the pot at
the end of the rainbow that direc-
tor of athletics Dr. Rich McDuffie
has a reputation of finding.
McDuffie has increased the
Panther Club donations by
$450,000 in a five-year span.  
“We are taking the game simply
and only for the $250,000 that they
offered to give us,” McDuffie said.
“Hey, that’s life in I-AA.”
A solution could be as easy as
simply adding another team to
make an even number of I-A
schools. Currently 117 teams
exist in Division I-A football and,
for argument’s sake, make 2001
Division I-AA champion
Montana a I-A independent to
make an even 118.  This would
amount to 59 games a week
between every I-A school. When
the conference season starts,
one I-A independent will be
allowed to play a I-AA team each
season because Notre Dame
won’t want to play teams like
Connecticut or Utah State late in
the year. 
Truth, lies and scheduling
The final issue contains enough
dishonesty politicians would
blush.  
Every year a number of schools
,including the University of
Illinois, are breaking legal sched-
uling contracts with other institu-
tions, sometimes without having
to pay financial compensation.
“The only school we have bro-
ken a contract with is Oregon
because we scheduled them about
five to six years ago when they
were terrible and suddenly they
became a national championship-
contending team we didn’t want
to play in Eugene,” said Illinois
sports information director Kent
Jones.
In fact, the only reason Hawaii
contacted Eastern to play this
season was because Arizona
decided that they couldn’t finan-
cially afford to make that trip.
“Originally, we were scheduled
to play Hawaii, but based on a
number of issues, we decided it
wasn’t in our best financial inter-
est to make that trip,” said Rich
Page, Arizona sports information
director.
And Eastern can afford to go?
McDuffie said the only reason
Eastern was able to make the trip
to the Aloha State  was because of
a relationship he had with the for-
mer athletic director at Hawaii.
Sometimes it’s as simple as a
team not wanting to get embar-
rassed by a lopsided score and an
attempt to save itself from nation-
al humiliation.
“Until January 2002, we had a
contract with Bowling Green, and
then they decided it wasn’t it their
best interest to come to Baton
Rouge and receive a beating’,”
said Louisiana State sports infor-
mation director Michael
Bonnette.
“What happens is that certain
schools like San Diego State get a
new coach, and he decides their
non-conference schedule is too
tough and we’re left holding the
bag,” said Arizona State associate
athletic director Don Bocchi.
The Sundevils scheduled San
Diego State, but when they
dropped the Aztecs, Arizona State
was forced to schedule I-AA
Northern Arizona.
“The NCAA has to come up
with a policy that says if a San
Diego State breaks this contract
with you, they can’t schedule
another PAC-10 team for five to
six years,” said Bocchi.
Chances are good that Eastern
will play I-A opponents in the
future, and, if that’s the case,
Panther fans may have to get
used to seeing their beloved team
start every season 0-2.
Vick: Bears 
assistant yelled
’take his knees out’
FLOWERY BRANCH, Ga. (AP)
— Atlanta Falcons quarterback
Michael Vick said Wednesday that
a Chicago coach screamed “take
his knees out” during a loss to the
Bears last weekend.
Vick made the allegations, which
were backed up by teammate
Willie Jackson, against Bears
defensive coordinator Greg
Blache.
“They were coming up to hit
me,” Vick said. “I heard one of
their coaches scream, ’Take his
knees out!’ That was their goal, to
knock me out of the game.”
Blache denied that he wanted to
injure Vick, the best running quar-
terback in the NFL. The coordina-
tor did say he told his players that
the best way to tackle Vick was by
taking his legs out from under him.
B E A R S
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T H E  S H O O T E R
Anthony Braviere
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Splitting up
tailgaters
won’t work
Good morning, sports fans.
This is the first one and boy is
it going to be one big cluster...
This weekend will mark the
beginning of Eastern’s home
drinking season with the
Panthers opening up their
home football schedule against
Indiana State at 6 p.m.
Saturday.
But this year’s festivities
will include more than just that
one guy on top of his SUV with
just his boxers with the hearts
on them. This year the
University Board has taken
over the planning of the event
and added one big element — a
concert. Great idea. It was bet-
ter the first time it came out
when the NFL did the same
thing for its season opener two
weeks ago.
While the concert should
actually be pretty cool, the
problem I find with the whole
thing is the way that the tail-
gaters will be led around like
cattle throughout the day.
The planners of this glorious
event have decided the best
way to keep college students
out of areas they don’t need to
be in is with those orange col-
ored snow fences. Yeah, that
ought to work about as well as
the Internet on campus.
The area behind O’Brien
Stadium will be now be divided
into three different parts. One
for the everyday tailgaters,
one for the concertgoers who
aren’t 21 and one for the con-
certgoers who are 21 and are
able to drink. The areas will be
divided by the orange fences
with somewhere between eight
and 10 feet separating the
areas between the under 21
and the over 21 areas. 
This area will  be a walkway
for security, which I’m sure
will catch each and every
underage drinker. There will
also be check points throughout
the grounds with security
checking IDs. Jeez, with all of
the of the security check points
and orange  fences, the place
will look like POW camp.
Let’s be honest. This is not
going to discourage drinking
from the underage crowd.
There are so many ways for
them to get drunk tailgating
it’s silly. They can stay in the
tailgating area and get drinks
from their overage friends, or
they can get drunk before
they even show up. As much as
the university can try they
can’t get everyone.
So the real question is why
even try? Students who are
under 21 are going to drink
anyway, so why not let them do
it under your terms instead of
making it a covert operation?
You may not be able to stop it,
but at least you can control it.
The idea for a concert is
great. It brings the students
some much needed entertain-
ment, but trying to make sure
students aren’t drinking by
putting up a ton of fences and
having what feels like a mili-
tary prescence with all of the
security is absolutely ridicu-
lous. Have a good time.
F O O T B A L L
Bruised Panthers lick wounds
M A T T  M E I N H E I T / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Senior Panthers quarterback Tony Romo was one of the only players to escape Hawaii and
Kansas State unscaved. Eastern must play through injuries Saturday against Indiana State.
By Nate Bloomquist
S P O R T S  E D I T O R
The survival stage of the Panthers football season
ended last weekend and Eastern narrowly escaped.
Kansas State and Hawaii battered and bruised
Eastern in consecutive games, leaving many players
questionable or not at full strength for the Panthers
first home game Saturday against Indiana State.
The injuries come at a time when Panther head
coach Bob Spoo is trying to top his team’s sloppy play.
“Just because
we’re back in I-
AA football does-
n’t make it any
easier,” Spoo
said. “If we keep
making the same
mistakes we have
been we’ll be in a
lot of trouble.”
Spoo may be
without much of
his award-win-
ning backfield.  
Senior tail-
back J.R. Taylor
practiced with-
out pads
Tuesday after he
was knocked out
of Saturday’s
game against
Kansas State in the second half. Junior tailback Andre
Raymond complained of sore ribs after returning from
Manhattan, Kan. Spoo expected both to play Saturday,
but neither would likely be at full strength.
Senior strong safety Fred Miller wasn’t as lucky. He
suffered a broken nose and a leg injury last weekend
and won’t play against Indiana State. Red-shirt fresh-
man defensive end Travis Wanzeck is out indefinitely
with a broken left thumb and a right hamstring pull.
Sophomore split end Brandon Robinson and senior
cornerback Obinno Cooley each nursing back injuries
and are questionable for Saturday’s game. 
Spoo warned against taking Indiana State lightly.
The Sycamores are a much-improved team from the
squad Eastern cut down 44-14. Indiana State lost 23-21
to Division I-A Ball State last week.
“I told them they had better respect this ball club,”
Spoo said. “There’s a lot of concern on my part there. I
hope they realize this is not just another team.”
Spoo compares Indiana State quarterback Julian
Reese to Atlanta Falcons quarterback Michael Vick.
Reese earned Gateway Conference Offensive Player
of the Week honors this week.
“He’s really versatile,” Spoo said. “He can run and
throw long passes. He’s got some good receivers. He
can put some points up.”
Matchup breakdown
Indiana St. Eastern
Sycamores at Panthers
(1-2) (0-2)
W H E N : 6 p.m., Saturday 
W H E R E : O’Brien Stadium
 Indiana State keys: As starting quarter-
back Joe Reese goes, so do the
Sycamores. He passed for a career-best
242 yards against D-IA Ball State and
Indiana State took a 2-point loss.
 Eastern keys: Big mistakes have turned
into lopsided losses in the Panthers first two
weeks. Head coach Bob Spoo estimated
over 40 of the 123 points Eastern has given
up stemmed from mistakes or turnovers.
F O O T B A L L
Why big schools are thinking small
By Matthew Stevens
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The 2002 college football season
has been a little bizarre.  
For example, The University of
Miami Hurricanes began the diffi-
cult defense of their national
championship by hosting I-AA
Florida A & M. The Rattlers are
ranked in I-AA, but they don’t pro-
vide the type of competition that
will be challenging the Hurricanes
in the Fiesta Bowl.
Louisiana State won the 2001
Southeastern Conference champi-
onship and hosted I-AA The Citadel
in Week 1.    
This type of scheduling pattern
is happening all over college foot-
ball this season and it’s hit home at
Eastern once again this year.
In the last three years, Eastern
has lost to I-A schools San Diego
State (40-7) and Central Michigan
(33-17).
The 2002 Panthers have been
beaten in their first two road
games by a total score of 124-49
against I-A opponents Hawaii and
Kansas State.
Wasn’t the BCS supposed to
solve the problem of soft schedul-
ing?
The answer is yes and no. 
Kansas State is as an example —
since Bill Snyder has become the
Wildcats’ head coach, the school in
Manhattan, Kan., became notori-
ous for scheduling easy non-con-
ferences games at Wagner Field.
In the last two years, Kansas State
has played Louisiana Tech,
Louisiana-Monroe, Western
Kentucky, North Texas and
Eastern.  These are either highly
ranked I-AA schools or I-A schools
struggling to find wins with two
hands and a flashlight. 
Many other schools are follow-
ing the Wildcats’ path to big money
success.
“We’d like to model our program
after Kansas State because for the
longest time they were awful,” said
Indiana Athletic Director Jeff
Fanter.  “Then, they hired Snyder
and began to schedule lower level
I-A and high I-AA teams and
almost immediately they started to
feel success.”
The Hoosiers defeated I-AA
William & Mary 25-17 in their
home opener.
However, Kansas State does
have a leg to stand on because they
play eight games in the Big 12 con-
ference that includes schools like
powerhouses — Texas, Colorado,
Nebraska and Texas A & M.
This current scheduling conflict
seems to exist on three issues:
A scheduling snafu
For most universities, the foot-
ball season doesn’t start until the
first week in September. This year
Aug. 31 fell on a Saturday and the
NCAA saw an extra weekend
where it could make more money.
The NCAA decided to run with this
opportunity and announced in sum-
mer 2001 it would grant every uni-
versity a twelfth regular season
game.  
This act upset most universities
because football schedules are
done three to four years in
advance.
“We simply didn’t have any time
to schedule a I-A opponent,” said
Purdue Sports Information
Director Tom Schott “About three
months isn’t enough time to
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 Many players won’t be at full
strength for Saturday’s home-opener 
Don’t bet on it
Division I-AA schools haven’t fared
well against I-A foes this season.
Bowling Green 41, Tennessee Tech 7
Oregon State 49, E. Kentucky 10
S. Florida 51, Florida Atlantic 10
Temple 34, Richmond 7
Toledo 44, Calif.-Poly 16
W. Michigan 48, Indiana State 17
Arizona 37, N. Arizona 3
Arizona State 38, E. Washington 2
Hawaii 61, E. Illinois 36
Indiana 25, William & Mary 17
Kansas St. 48, W. Kentucky 3
Marshall  50, Appalachian St. 17
Memphis 52, Murray St. 6
Miami, Fla. 63, Florida A & M 17
Minnesota 42, SW Texas State 0
New Mexico 38, Weber State 24
N. Carolina State 34, E. Tennessee St. 0
Purdue 51, Illinois State 10
*Villanova 37, Rutgers 19
S. Mississippi 55, Jackson State 7
Tulane 37, Southern 19
UTEP 42, Sacramento St. 12
W. Virginia 56, Chattanooga 7
*Holy Cross 30, Army 21
Auburn 56, W. Carolina 0
Baylor 50, Samford 12
Iowa State 58, Tennessee Tech 6
LSU 35, The Citadel 10
Northeastern 31, Ohio 0
Oklahoma St. 45, N. Iowa 10
Vanderbilt 49, Furman 18
Ball State 23, Indiana State 21
E. Michigan 35, SEMO 32
Kansas State 63, E. Illinois 13
Kent State 37, Calif-Poly 34
Kansas 44, SW Missouri State 24
Mississippi State 51, Jacksonville 13
Syracuse 63, Rhode Island 17
*denotes I-AA upset of a I-A team
 Playing Division I-AA
schools provides many
benefits for D-IA teams
Panther sports calendar
T U E S D A Y Men’s soccer at Western 4 p.m.
Volleyball at Illinois-Chicago 7 p.m.
F R I D A Y Women’s Soccer vs. Colorado 4 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Morehead State 7 p.m. Lantz Arena
Men’s Soccer at Wisconsin 7:30 p.m. 
S A T U R D A Y Football vs. Indiana State 6 p.m. O’Brien Field
